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VQT (Dynamic) vs. VQTS (Switch)
(Reprinted from The Option Strategist Newsletter, Volume 24, No. 7)

These are two Exchange
Traded Notes (ETN’s1) that
attempt to hedge a long

“stock market” portfolio by using a
long volatility component.  We have
written about VQT before (Volume
21, No. 4), and I often talk about it
in my seminars and webinars that
discuss volatility trading.  

VQT
VQT is a Barclay’s product

that owns the $SPX Total Return
Index and also owns VXX
(Barclay’s Volatility ETN).  The
ratio of the two components depends
on an array that utilizes both
realized and implied volatility. 

When the market is calm
and rising, VQT is composed of
97.5% $SPX and 2.5% VXX.  But
when the market is collapsing and
highly volatile, VQT is long 60%
$SPX and 40% VXX.  In between,
there are 15 variations of the percentage holdings,
depending on levels of $SPX realized volatility and the
trend of $VIX.  There is also a provision that VQT goes
to cash when it has had a number of losing days in a row.

VQT has a strong track record and normally
makes quite a bit of money when the stock market crashes
or drops dramatically.  It lags behind $SPX when that
index is steadily rising, in a low volatility environment.
In my opinion, this is a very good product, blending
safety and potential returns.

VQT is designed to track the S&P Dynamic
VEQTOR Total Return Index.

VQTS
VQTS is something quite different.  It had been

suggested to me that VQTS is an “improvement” on
VQT.  However, that’s not a good description of it; it’s

quite different.  This is a UBS product, issued by their
division called ETRACS.  It is designed to simulate the
S&P 500 VEQTOR Switch Total Return Index.  So these
two products are designed to track two indices that were
created at Standard & Poors.  

If one looks up the prospectus of VQTS Index, he
will find an 80-page document.  I will try to distill that
down to a brief description.  VQTS attempts to use the
slope of the term structure of the $VIX futures in order to
create outperformance versus $SPX.  On the surface, that
seems like it might be very useful and interesting.

Here are the rules:
If the realized volatility of $SPX is less than 10%,

VQTS is completely long $SPX.
If the realized volatility of $SPX is greater than

10%, VQTS allocates its assets this way:
$SPX portion = 10% / $SPX realized vol
“Futures” portion = 1 – $SPX portion.

So, if the realized vol is 30%, VQTS would be 33.3% long
$SPX and 66.7% long the “Futures” portion.  

The “Futures portion” is allocated as follows.
Two-thirds of it is always in cash (I’m not sure I like that
too well).  The remaining one-third is a position in $VIX
futures.  If the term structure is sloping upwards, then the
front-month $VIX futures are shorted; if the term structure
is sloping downwards, then the front-month $VIX futures
are owned.

1An ETN is subordinated debt of the issuer.  In
these
cases, Barclays and UBS.  As a result, there is some credit risk
in owning an ETN.  An ETF (Exchange Traded Fund) does not
have that risk, for the underlying securities are deposited in
escrow.  If the ETF ever had to be disbanded, holders would
have claim to the underlying securities.

Figure 1
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The graphs that accompany this article are taken
from the prospectus for VQTS.  

Figure 1 shows an overall illustration of the
components to the Index.  So this isn’t really a protected
position as VQT is.  Rather, with VQTS, as the stock
market gets more volatile and the $VIX futures term
structure begins to slope downward (i.e., is convex), more
and more money is put into cash, and the $VIX futures
are bought.  In that way, it does hold a long volatility
position to protect against a declining stock market.

But in a more normal market, where the term
structure slopes upward (i.e., is concave) and volatility is
greater than 10%, VQTS is both long the stock market
and short $VIX futures.  That is not a protected position
at all, but it can make substantial money as long as that
condition persists (which it has for the last three+ years).

There are a lot of formulae in the VQTS prospectus, but
one that is interesting is the way that the curvature of the
$VIX term structure is determined.   If the curvature
structure is concave (positive term structure), the curvature
calculation yields a positive number, and if it is convex
(negative term structure), the curvature calculation yields
a negative number.

Figure 2 shows the formulae, and Figure 3 shows
two examples of the term structure curvature calculation –
one in a bull market (May 2013, on the left), and one in a
bear market (October, 2008, on the right).

VQT vs. VQTS

So, the bottom line is that these two are not attempting to
do the same thing.  VQTS is trying to use the$VIX futures

Figures 2 (above) and 3 (below)
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to hedge when it has to, but most of the rest of the time,
it’s shorting volatility in order to enhance returns and
outperform $SPX.  We have often talked about the “short
volatility” trade that hedge funds made so much money
on from 2004 through 2007.  But then they got blown out
being short volatility in late 2007 and 2008.  Since 2011,
though, the “short volatility” trade is back in vogue,
although I don’t think that it’s as prevalent as it once was.
VQTS performs well when the “short volatility” trade is
working.

VQT, on the other hand, always has some
protection in place, and it never tries to short volatility.
Since it ramps up protection quickly when volatility
increases, it can make substantial gains when the stock
market crashes or declines swiftly (October 2008, May
2010, August 2011). 

Figure 4 compares the performance of the two
indices with $SPX.  Both have outperformed $SPX by a
substantial amount.   This graph is also taken from the
VQTS prospectus, but I have colored in a red area to
show where VQT was outperforming and a green area to
show where VQTS has outperformed by a substantial
amount in recent years as the term structure has 

continually sloped upward (i.e., was concave), and realized
volatility was often above 10%.  

As to how things went in bearish markets, you can
see that VQTS did rise in October 2008, so the hedge
works, but it didn’t rise as far as VQT at that time.  This
prospectus was issued in November, 2014, so the graph in
Figure 4 includes the downturn last October, on the far
right hand side.  You can see that VQTS did not fare so
well that time, while VQT made money.

So, it depends on what you are trying to
accomplish, I believe, as to which of these you think is the
best.  Obviously, if we were back where we were three
years ago, VQTS was the better buy.  But is it now?  I’m
not sure I like being exposed to a volatility spike in today’s
world of terrorists and other crazies.  With VQT you can
always sleep at night.  

However, both have one deficiency: if the market
is dull and non-volatile, and then there is a catastrophic
event, neither is well-hedged at that instant.

In summary, both have their merits.  For pure
performance, VQTS has certainly had the upper hand.  For
safety, VQT is better.#

Figure 4
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